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Statistics: lecture 2



Distributions

• A distribution of  a population (or of  sampled data from the 
population) is a representation that shows all the possible data outcomes 
and their frequency (how often they occur ).

• For any distribution of  numerical data, we can calculate the mean, 
median, and standard deviation (or variance)



Distributions

Dataset	from	www.gapminder.com
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Distributions

• The mean of  a distribution is simply the arithmetic average
Example: Consider a list of  the number of  books bought by 10 different
students in 2016

8, 6, 16, 12, 13, 14, 12, 5, 9, 10
The mean, which we call    , is: x̄

x̄ =
8 + 6 + 16 + 12 + 13 + 14 + 12 + 5 + 9 + 10

10
= 10.5



Distributions

• The median of  a distribution is the midpoint of  the data
Example:

8, 6, 16, 12, 13, 14, 12, 5, 9, 10
5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 12, 13, 14, 16

median =
10 + 12

2
= 11



Distributions

• The variance s2, is the average of  the squared deviations of  the data from 
the mean
Example:

8, 6, 16, 12, 13, 14, 12, 5, 9, 10

• The standard deviation (SD or s), is the square root of  the variance

s2 =
(8� 10.5)2 + (6� 10.5)2 + (16� 10.5)2 + · · ·+ (5� 10.5)2 + (9� 10.5)2 + (10� 10.5)2

9
= 12.5

s =
p
12.5 ⇡ 3.5 Think of  SD as the error  

x̄ = 10.5



Distributions

Suppose I give you a midterm 
which is of  average difficulty, the 
distribution of  the scores should 
be more or less symmetric

Where is the median? 
It should be the 33rd test score 
once the grades are arranged in 
order

65 exams in total
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Distributions
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median

mean
What if  I make the exam really 
difficult?

The distribution will be right 
skewed with the mean larger than 
the median



Distributions
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What if  I make the exam really 
easy?

The distribution will be left 
skewed with the mean smaller 
than the median



Distributions

Suppose I give a reasonable exam 
with an average of  74.

What is the probability that a 
student chosen at random has 
scored above 80?

65 exams in total
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P (score > 80) =

16 + 6

65

⇡ 0.34



The normal distribution

The normal distribution is shaped 
like a bell, and it is symmetric 
about the mean

68%

of data

95% of data

99.7% of data

normal distribution with mean
and standard deviation

µ
�

N(µ,�)



The normal distribution

N(0, 1)

N(0, 2)

N(0, 3)

As s increases, the distribution becomes 
more spread out around the mean

We will refer to this as the 
standard normal distribution
Or the z-curve



Example 1

Among all American adults, the average (mean) number of  books read or 
listened to in the past year is 12 and the median (midpoint) number is 5–in 
other words, half  of  adults read more than 5 books and half  read fewer.

How do you think the distribution looks like?

http://www.pewinternet.org/2014/01/16/a-snapshot-of-reading-in-america-in-2013/

mean > median



Example 2

The average height, weight, IQ scores are all normally distributed. For 
example, the average height of  American men is 70 inches (5’10”) with a 
standard deviation of  4 inches.

What is the range of  weights of  American men?

So 99.7% of  American men are between 
58 and 82 inches.

70± (3⇥ 4) = 70± 12 = (58, 82)
68%

of data

95% of data

99.7% of data



Example 3

Amy and Colin are taking the same course, but with two different 
professors. On the midterm exam (which was different for each class), 
Amy scored 88, whereas Colin scored 95. The grades for both exams were 
normally distributed with:
Colin’s midterm
Amy’s midterm 

Who do you think did better?

⇡ N(72, 6)

⇡ N(77, 7)



Example 3

Amy and Colin are taking the same course, but with two different 
professors. On the midterm exam (which was different for each class), 
Amy scored 88, whereas Colin scored 95. The grades for both exams were 
normally distributed with:
Colin’s midterm
Amy’s midterm 

Who do you think did better?
This is literally like comparing apples
to oranges!!

⇡ N(72, 6)

⇡ N(77, 7)

N(77, 7)

N(72, 6)

Amy
Colin



Example 3

Now we must find a way to compare Amy’s grade to Colin’s

This is called standardizing, or finding
the z-score

Basically, we want to see where Amy and 
Colin’s scores fall on a standard normal

N(77, 7)

N(72, 6)

Amy
Colin



Example 3

Remember that we called the standard normal the z-curve

So, a z-score is finding where the grades would 
fall on a standard normal

N(77, 7)

N(72, 6)

Colin :

95� 77

7

⇡ 2.57

Amy :
88� 72

6
⇡ 2.67

Amy
Colin



Example 3

Colin :

95� 77

7

⇡ 2.57

Amy :
88� 72

6
⇡ 2.67

Amy
Colin



Standardizing

• As in the example, to standardize from a normal distribution N(µ , s) to 
the standard normal N(0, 1) we have to find the z-score

• If  the observation is 1 SD above the normal, then Z=1
• Recall that Z=2 means we are two SDs above the normal, and that’s 

already where 95% of  the data should be, so anything above that is very 
hard to obtain.
• We can find the z-score for a distribution of  any shape

Z =

observation� µ

�



Back to Example 1

Among all American adults, the average (mean) number of  books read or 
listened to in the past year is 12 and the median (midpoint) number is 5–in 
other words, half  of  adults read more than 5 books and half  read fewer.

Suppose the SD is 3, then how many books is 
considered quite high?

http://www.pewinternet.org/2014/01/16/a-snapshot-of-reading-in-america-in-2013/

mean > median

2 =

observation� 12

3

observation = 18



Percentiles

We have mentioned the median, which is the 50th percentile of  the data, 
i.e. 50% of  the data lies above the median and 50% below it

50% 50%

If  we take a random variable X from 
this distribution, then

P(X > median) = 0.5 (top 50%)

P(X < median) = 0.5 (bottom 50%)



Percentiles

In general, we will refer to a percentile either as the bottom % or the top %.
For example, if  we are drawing a variable X from a normal distribution, then 
the probability that X is in the bottom 95th percentile is:

probability in the

shaded region = 0.95

https://gallery.shinyapps.io/dist_calc/

P (X < 95th percentile) = 0.95



Percentiles

The probability that X is in the top 95th percentile is:

probability in the

shaded region = 0.05

https://gallery.shinyapps.io/dist_calc/

P (X > 95th percentile) = 1� P (X < 95th percentile) = 0.05



Back to Example 3

Amy scored 88, whereas Colin scored 95. The grades for both exams were 
normally distributed with:
Colin’s midterm
Amy’s midterm 

What are Amy’s and Colin’s percentile scores?

⇡ N(72, 6)

⇡ N(77, 7)

Amy’s z-score : Z =

88� 72

6

⇡ 2.67

Colin’s z-score : Z =

95� 77

7

⇡ 2.57 ! P (Z < 2.57)

! P (Z < 2.67)



P (Z < 2.57)

P (Z < 2.67)



P (Z < 2.57)

P (Z < 2.67)



P (Z < 2.57)

P (Z < 2.67)



P (Z < 2.57)

P (Z < 2.67)



P (Z < 2.57) = 0.9949

P (Z < 2.67)



P (Z < 2.67) = 0.9962

P (Z < 2.57) = 0.9949



P (Z < 0.78)



P (Z < 0.78)



P (Z < 0.78)



P (Z < 0.78) = 0.7823



P (Z > 1.25)

P (Z < 0.78) = 0.7823



P (Z < 0.78)

P (Z > 1.25)= 1� P (Z < 1.25)

= 0.7823



P (Z > 1.25)= 1� P (Z < 1.25)

P (Z < 0.78) = 0.7823



P (Z > 1.25)= 1� P (Z < 1.25)

P (Z < 0.78) = 0.7823



P (Z > 1.25)= 1� P (Z < 1.25)

P (Z < 0.78) = 0.7823

= 1� 0.8944

= 0.1056



Example

The time that it takes a driver to react to the brake lights on a decelerating vehicle is 
critical in helping to avoid rear-end collisions. The article “Fast-Rise Brake Lamp as a 
Collision-Prevention Device” (Ergonomics, 1993: 391–395) suggests that reaction 
time for an in-traffic response to a brake signal from standard brake lights can be 
modeled with a normal distribution having mean value 1.25 sec and standard deviation 
of  0.46 sec. What is the probability that reaction time is less than 1.75 sec? Let X denote 
reaction time.

Z =
X � 1.25

0.46

P (X  1.75)

P (X � 1.25  1.75� 1.25)

P (
X � 1.25

0.46
 1.75� 1.25

0.46
)

P (Z  1.09)

Devore,	Probability	and	Statistics	9th Edition	(2016)



P (Z  1.09)



P (Z  1.09)



P (Z  1.09)



P (Z  1.09)= 0.8621



Why is the normal distribution so important?

• There aren’t real data that resemble an exact normal distribution. 
However, there are many that are nearly normal. 
Example: the average height of  women in the US

• Some distributions become nearly normal when when we take a large 
number of  samples. Example: the binomial distribution (this will be 
discussed briefly via an example)

• The most important thing about the normal distribution is how sample 
means are distributed. We will start with an example to explain what is 
meant by this statement.



Example

Consider the distribution shown for the amount purchased (rounded to the nearest 
dollar) by a randomly selected customer at a particular gas. The distribution will be 
our population distribution (or the underlying distribution).



Example

We ask a computer program to select 1000 samples from this distribution, where 
each sample has 15 observations. Then we ask the program to calculate the mean 
of  each sample. For example, sample 1 mean will be denoted by  .

Then we plot all the 
means and see how
their distribution looks
like.

x̄1



Example

It turns out that no matter what the underlying distribution is, if  we take many 
many samples, the sample means will be normally distributed. This is called the 
central limit theorem (CLT), and it the most important theorem in statistics.



Central Limit Theorem (CLT)

Let X1, X2, . . . , Xn be a random sample from a distribution with mean µ and 
variance s2. Then if  n is sufficiently large, has approximately a normal 
distribution with

The larger the value of  n, the better the approximation.

X̄

x̄ = µ and s

2 =
�

2

n



Conditions for the CLT

• Sampled observations must be independent. 

• If  sampling without replacement, n < 10% of  population 

• The underlying population distribution is either normal, or it is skewed, the 
sample size must be large (rule of  thumb: n > 30)



The binomial distribution

Recall the binomial coefficients
✓
n

k

◆
=

n!

k!(n� k)!

• I have 5 elements, how many 0-element subsets can I create?

• How many 1-element subsets?

• How many 2-element subsets?

• How many 3-element subsets?

• How many 4-element subsets?

• How many 5-element subsets?

✓
5

0

◆
=

5!

0!(5� 0)!
= 1

✓
5

1

◆
=

5!

1!(5� 1)!
= 5

✓
5

2

◆
=

5!

2!(5� 2)!
= 10

✓
5

3

◆
=

5!

3!(5� 3)!
= 10

✓
5

4

◆
=

5!

4!(5� 4)!
= 5

✓
5

5

◆
=

5!

5!(5� 5)!
= 1

Total = 32



The binomial distribution

• P(0-element subsets) =1/32
• P(1-element subsets)=5/32
• P(2-element subsets)=10/32
• P(3-element subsets)=10/32
• P(4-element subsets)=5/32
• P(5-element subsets)=1/32

5 elements



The binomial distribution

10 elements 25 elements 50 elements



Simpson’s Paradox

University of  Alexandria: Thracians got angry at the Admissions Office, 
because they found out that 4400 Dacians had applied and 4400 Thracians 
had also applied, but 3280 Dacians were admitted while only 1120 
Thracians were admitted. 

Simpson’s paradox

Simpson’s paradox illustrates how easily one can be misled by statistical consideration of
scenarios in which one has an aggregate of individuals in a variety of different circumstances.

In the 105/104 academic school year of the University of Alexandria, the Thracians got
angry at the Admissions Office, because they found out (and it was an incontrovertible fact)
that 4400 Dacians had applied and 4400 Thracians had also applied, but 3280 Dacians were
admitted while only 1120 Thracians were admitted.

We can present this data on a table:

Nationality Applicants Admitted Percent Admitted
Dacian 4400 3280 74.55 %

Thracian 4400 1120 25.45 %

However, it was pointed out to the Thracians that there were two academic divisions in U. of
Alexandria, the Trivium (Grammar, Logic, and Rhetoric), and the Quadrivium (Arithmetic,
Geometry, Astronomy, and Music). If we break down the numbers according to division,
then we see a different picture emerge:

Nationality Triv. Applicants Triv. Acceptances Triv. % Admitted
Dacians 4000 3200 80 %

Thracians 400 320 80 %

Nationality Quadriv. Applicants Quadriv. Acceptances Quadriv. % Admitted
Dacians 400 80 20 %

Thracians 4000 800 20 %

Check that if you total up the number of Dacian applicants to both divisions, you get a total
of 4400 and if you total up the number of Dacians admitted, you get 3280. Likewise, the
totals for Thracians are exactly as we originally said. Yet, now it would appear that there is
no bias at all in the admissions process—in each division the admission rates are the same
for Dacians and Thracians, and more Dacians get in because they flock to the easier division
(Trivium). This is an example of a “hidden variable,” namely, that different divisions have
different admission rates, and that Thracians seem to prefer the harder division.

Then a clever Dacian realized that there might be further hidden variables. He realized that
the Trivium has two departments, one handling Grammar and Logic (G&L) and the other
handling Rhetoric. And likewise, the Quadrivium is split into two departments: Arithmetic,
Geometry, and Astronomy (affectionately known as AGA), and the Department of Music.
The Dacian split the data further.

13
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Someone pointed out to the Thracians that there were two academic 
divisions in University of  Alexandria, the Trivium (Grammar, Logic, and 
Rhetoric), and the Quadrivium (Arithmetic, Geometry, Astronomy, and 
Music). 



Simpson’s Paradox

Then a clever Dacian realized realized that the Trivium has two departments, 
one handling Grammar and Logic (G&L) and the other handling Rhetoric. 

Trivium Programs
Nationality G&L Applicants G&L Acceptances G&L % Admitted

Dacians 3600 3060 85 %
Thracians 100 95 95 %

Nationality Rhetoric Applicants Rhetoric Acceptances Rhetoric % Admitted
Dacians 400 140 35 %

Thracians 300 225 75 %

Quadrivium Programs
Nationality AGA Applicants AGA Acceptances AGA % Admitted

Dacians 300 75 25 %
Thracians 400 260 65 %

Nationality Music Applicants Music Acceptances Music % Admitted
Dacians 100 5 5 %

Thracians 3600 540 15 %

Again, one can check that the total number of Dacians who applied to Trivium programs
(G&L and Rhetoric) is 4000, of whom 3200 were admitted. This agrees with the last analysis.
And likewise you can check that all the other totals for Dacians or Thracians in Trivium or
Quadrivium are as in the previous analysis. But the further breakdown shows that Thracians
had a higher admission rate in EVERY SINGLE department, despite the fact that the overall
admission rate for Thracians was much lower than that of the Dacians!

So the initial Thracian uproar seems unjustified, to say the least. Until we find another
hidden variable...

When do we know that we have found all the hidden variables? In general, we don’t. In any
case, finding hidden variables here was not done by a mathematical procedure, but rather
by reflection on factors present in the situation being analyzed (in this case, the structure of
the University of Alexandria).

Describing or characterizing data via summarizing parameters

In order to characterize sequences of numbers, statisticians often compute

• mean (or average)

• median

• quartiles

14
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